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Abstract 

___________________________________ 

Within the framework of this Final Year Project in Mechanical Engineering an investigation is done 

for a Suitable Bonding Method for a Multi-Material Glove Compartment for Lightweight Design. The 

industrial partner of this Project is Swedfoam. Decreasing fuel consumption and lowering the carbon 

foot print for automobiles, lightweight construction is one of the key factors to achieve these 

regulations and more crucial these aims as future needs. Often a simple idea already has a great 

potential, such as replacing conventional materials with lighter ones in certain applications. Exactly 

this is done for the lid of a glove compartment; a metal plate, used as a core of the application 

beforehand is disposed and replaced with a composite, which decreases the weight of the lid 

significantly. A problem is faced with the new design of the inner lid of a glove compartment, 

because due to the lighter material the joining method is changed to bonding. Previously the bonding 

failed mainly due to temperature changes. A literature survey on the material data is done, as well as 

lab experiments on the used composite in order to characterize crucial material parameters required 

for the occurred problems when using bonding as joining method. The results from the experiments 

and literature survey are used to simulate different bonding methods with the commercial software 

Abaqus. Results from the simulation are presented using adhesive and tape as bonding methods. 

Finally it is shown, that it is most important for a successful bonding, where or respectively on which 

surfaces the bonding is done.  
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1. Introduction 

“Human development and civilization are closely related to the utilization of materials” (Daniel & 

Ishai, 2006). Nevertheless, the materials used by humans in the Stone Age, were basically the same 

compared to those, which are used today. The difference lies in the form of the materials, which can 

be seen by the current movement in the industry. In order to keep the same mechanical properties, 

but lowering costs, energy and weight, due to lightweight design, the trend leads to a stage, where 

different materials are composed together (Rees, 2012). 

Lightweight construction is one of the key factors for the development of future industry and society. 

Saving of weight, material and energy is important to face the problems of decreasing resources and 

increasing world population (LEICHTBAU BW GMBH, Landesagentur für Leichtbau, 2012). 

In order to achieve the objectives named above, the use of new materials is one of many 

possibilities. Replacing conventional materials, like metals, ceramics and polymers, with composites 

in aircraft, ships and automotive industry has a great potential. 

However, lightweight materials are likely to be several times more expensive than conventional ones. 

The advantages of lightweight design have to be taken into account in the long run, when a product, 

like an automobile, is operating. Another possibility is changing conventional fastening elements with 

lighter methods; screws could be replaced by bonding with an adhesive for example. 

Adhesive technology counts as a key technology for the 21st century. There is almost no branch of 

industry which does not use it. The economic importance and relevance for this joining method stays 

unquestioned. Groß and Lohse (2016) state that, if properly planned and professional used, adhesive 

bonding allows a zero error production. However, this is contrary to the occurrence of bonding 

failure. Since there is no possibility for non-destructive testing, the whole process has to be observed 

very carefully in order to avoid failures coming from the adhesive application. Despite those 

problems adhesive bonding can be faster as well as safer than conventional fastening methods (Groß 

& Lohse, 2016).  

Furthermore it has a great importance, for the lightweight design, since it supports constructions to 

be lighter than those with conventional fastening methods (3M Deutschland GmbH, 2016). 
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1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Development of Material Usage 

In early days, humans used materials in their natural form like stones (i.e. ceramics), natural 

polymers and composites (i.e. wood). This is also one way to classify conventional monolithic 

materials in three main categories: metals, ceramics and polymers.  

Nowadays, thanks to research, development and testing, man-made or engineered materials are 

used. In between are the eras of gold, copper, bronze and iron. In the last century metals, especially 

steel and aluminium became dominant and are still present. However a new trend takes place, 

where ceramics, polymers and composites are regaining their importance. The stress here lies on 

regaining, as historically, the concept of reinforced fibre is very old.  

Milestones can be found in 1869 by C. Maxwell and 1904 by A. Michell. Their achievements were the 

elementary laws for optimizing the theoretical paths of forces in parts in order to minimize the 

Volume of parts (Spadinger & Burkardt, 2015). However going further back in time, one can find that 

even The Bible is referring to straw-reinforced clay bricks in Egypt (Daniel & Ishai, 2006). 

In the nineteenth century, iron rods were used to reinforce brickwork which inspired the 

development of steel-reinforced concrete. The first fiberglass boat was built in 1942 and around the 

same time reinforced plastic was introduced in electronical components as well as in aircraft. The 

usage of composites in aircraft, marine, automotive, sport goods and biomedical industries started in 

the late 1970s after several more inventions like Kevlar by Dupont (Daniel & Ishai, 2006). 

Composites are basically a combination of two or more conventional materials from one or more of 

the three above mentioned categories (metals, ceramics and polymers). Therefore, on a macroscopic 

scale a composite has two or more phases and is supposed to have better mechanical properties 

than the components individually. Usually one component is more discontinuous, stiffer and stronger 

and is called the reinforcement, which is often implemented as fibres and embedded in the weaker, 

continuous phase, which is called matrix. High-stiffness, high-strength but low density characteristics 

are making composites very desirable, not only for aircraft but many more applications such as 

automobiles or ships.  

1.1.2 Adhesion and Adhesives 

Actually, mankind has already appreciated and utilised adhesion and adhesives for many centuries. 

However, for both the progress of science and technology significantly progressed only for the last 

fifty years because most adhesives are based on synthetic polymers and those polymers are available 

only since the last fifty years. The advantage of synthetic polymers is that they have a smooth 

balance of properties consisting of bonding (adhesion) easily to other materials but still being able to 

transmit the applied loads from one substrate to another. Two important terms, which are already 

named and used above, are defined in the following two paragraphs. The terms are: 

 Adhesion 

 Adhesive 
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The attraction between two or more substances is called adhesion. Usually the adhesion forces 

cannot be measured with the help of mechanical tests. For instance the measured energy for 

interfacial failure is usually higher than the one resulting from intrinsic adhesion forces, such as 

covalent bonds or molecular von der Waals’ forces, which may appear across an interface. 

 

A material, which is able to join other materials together and resist separation, when applied to their 

surfaces is called adhesive. This general term includes cement, glue, paste, etc. The materials, which 

are joined together, are referred to as substrates or adherends. 

 

It is possible to divide the formation of an adhesive joint or bonded laminate in three different 

stages. Initially the adhesive has to be liquid in order to spread easily and create close contact to the 

substrates. Secondly, the liquid adhesive should harden to be able to carry the applied loads during 

its service life. Consequently. it has to be taken into account, that life time and load-carrying ability 

are affected by: 

 

 the design of the joint 

 the way the loads are applied 

 the environment the joint is used in 

 

Finally, it can be seen that the science and technology of adhesion and adhesives is a poly-disciplined 

subject because skills and knowledge from many different disciplines are required which are summed 

up as follows (Moore, et al., 2001): 

 

 surface chemistry 

 polymer chemistry 

 physics 

 material engineering 

 mechanical engineering 

1.1.3 Adhesive Engineering 

Already back in 1993, an urgent need for practical as well as scientific information on the handling 

and behaviour of adhesives has been detected. One of the first meetings of the SPIE (The 

International Society for Optical Engineering, USA) in San Diego, as a part of an overall session on 

Adhesive Engineering, has led to the result, that conferences for adhesives should be held at least 

every second year. Due to the fact that adhesives can be found in a wide range of applications such 

as aircraft and automotive components, it is very important to be able to reliably estimate strength 

and durability beforehand and independently in order to design joints in a rational way. There are 

many different researches starting from moisture-assisted crack growth at interfaces to fracture of 

adhesive layers in bonded joints or Finite Element Analysis (FEA), x-ray as well as holographic 

interferometry (Norland & Liechti, 1999). 
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1.1.4 Finite Element Method 

“Undoubtedly, the finite element method represents one of the most significant achievements in the 

field of computational methods in the last century” (Khennane, 2013, p. 1). 

Nowadays the analysis of most complex structures is performed with the help of the finite element 

method. 

The basic concept started, historically seen, from the framework of aircraft. The problem, which had 

to be solved were the weight-critical structures. These frames have been treated as one-dimensional 

members because the exact solutions for the differential equations for each member were well 

known. At the ends of the members a relationship between forces and displacements could be 

expressed in the form of a matrix. Later on, when more complex geometries, such as continuum 

structures have been included, the term finite element appeared for the first time. Due to the fact 

that, the geometries were more difficult than one-dimensional members, they needed to be divided. 

The simple components have also been called elements and the connections between have been 

carried out with the help of nodes. However, compared to the frame structures, simple solutions for 

the differential equations concerning the continuum elements have not been available. The solutions 

had to be converged with well-known energy principles, such as the theorem of virtual work or the 

principle of minimum potential energy, in combination with piece-wise polynomial interpolation. As 

soon as it has been discovered, that the method is equivalent to a minimization process, the 

operation field expanded to the simulations of non-structural problems in fluid dynamics, 

thermomechanics and electromagnetics (Khennane, 2013, p. 1). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

1.2.1 The Problem 

The company Swedfoam had the idea to change material in a certain part of the car.  

They proposed to substitute the metal plate in the lid of a glove compartment with a composite. This 

change led to new joining methods between lid and interior. The former joining method, assembling 

the two parts with screws, did not work any longer because of the composite being less rigid than 

the metal plate. Welding is not possible either due to the fact that the composite is a thermoset, 

which is a part of the outer lid, while the interior is made out of a thermoplastic (Jonsson & Ghiorgis, 

2016). In general welding plastics is only possible for thermoplastics, because the plastic has to be 

able to be melted (Wikipedia, 2016). 

Finally, the decision was to attach the interior to the outer lid by bonding.  

Problems occurred when the temperature rose. The increased temperature was responsible for gaps 

between the interior part and the outer lid. This was, of course, not acceptable for the customers. 

Furthermore, there is a risk for clamping fingers in the gaps. The worst case would be that the two 

parts may fall apart. 
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1.2.2 Aims and Accomplishments 

The goal of this Final Year Project is to find a suitable method of bonding for the assembly of the two 

parts. Swedfoam already has a very accurate testing method to evaluate the connection. The physical 

test basically simulates a thermal load of a defined amount of degrees Celsius on and in the part over 

a certain time. The testing parameters will be provided by Swedfoam. The bonded joint should be 

able to withstand the given test from Swedfoam in the simulation software. The aims can be reached 

by either using an adhesive or tape.  

1.2.3 Importance of Solving the Problem 

The reduction of fuel consumption in cars can be strongly achieved by lightweight design. A rule of 

thumb states, that even 100 kilograms of reduction in weight can save up to 0,3 litre per 100 

kilometres. Furthermore it would be 7 grams less of carbon dioxide per kilometre (Volkswagen AG, 

2009). If it is possible to successfully implement the replacement of the material in the glove 

compartment, it would save up to 1,5 kilograms of weight. This underlines the great potential of this 

proposal and the problem because this might only be the start of saving weight in the instrument 

panel or even in the whole car.  

1.2.4 Used Software 

The Finite Element Method (FEM) has been used to solve the above mentioned problem. Since the 

University of Skövde provides its students with a limited number of licences for Abaqus / CAE, 

version 6.13-2, which is commercial software for Finite Element Analysis (FEA), the decision to use 

this software has been quite clear.  

This engineering software is described as a helpful tool for quick and efficient creating, editing, 

monitoring, diagnosing and visualizing of advanced analyses. Computer-aided engineering concepts, 

such as feature-based, parametric modelling, scripted operation, and graphical user interface (GUI) 

customization are supported by Abaqus / CAE. Most important here, is not creating the geometry in 

the program itself, it is the possibility of import models from familiar computer aided design (CAD) 

programs, such as CATIA V5, SolidWorks or Pro/ENGINEER for meshing. The offered visualization 

tools might be helpful to communicate the results of any analysis (Dassault Systemes, 2002) 

1.2.5 Limitations 

All required Computer Aided Design (CAD) files have been provided by Swedfoam, which means that 

it is not the task of this project to model the product. Material data sheets, if available, will be given 

by the client. The tests for the composite, if any, are planned to be very basic. The assembling 

method is limited to bonding with adhesive or tape. 

The results of the project will be used for the physical test of the company (refer to Aims of 

Accomplishment) in the future. This is also not part of this project. 

Material data, which are unknown or not handed out by the supplier of Swedfoam have to be 

assumed based on literature study and / or former experience with similar material. 

Limitations also occur in the Finite Element Method, because the student edition for the usage at 

home is restricted to 1000 nodes and moreover the educational version of the commercial Software 

Abaqus / CAE is restricted to 250000 nodes.  
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1.2.6 The company 

Swedfoam has a long tradition producing cars or parts for the automotive industry dating back in 

1903 with the manufacturing of trucks and busses in Tidaholm. Already in 1958 the first Instrument 

Panel (IP) for cars has been produced after the company started Small Outline Package (SOP) Plastics. 

After several times renamed, Swedfoam has been founded in 2012. The company has been 

nominated as a supplier of instrument panels and glovebox to SAAB 9-3 / NEVS (National Electric 

Vehicle Sweden) with serial production starting in January 2014. As an independent company, where 

all the owners are directly involved into the operation, Swedfoam AB is a new system supplier of 

technologically advanced products to the automotive industry (Swedfoam AB, 2014). 

1.2.7 Explanatory Figures 

For a better understanding of the problem, the following figures are shown. The first three pictures 

(figure 1, figure 2, and figure 3) show the outer lid with the outside surface and the old and new 

design. Afterwards, (figure 4) the inner lid is shown, before finally the whole application can be seen 

from a side view perspective (figure 5).  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Outside surface of the outer lid 
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Figure 2: Inside surface of the outer lid, old design with foam and metal plate 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Inside surface of the outer lid, new design only foam but with a layer of glass fibre 

   underneeth  
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Figure 4: Inner lid - no change in design 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Side view with outer lid (grey) and inner lid (black) 

1.3 Overview of the thesis 

After introduction, background and problem statement have been discussed in chapter one, the 

method, approach and implementation will follow in chapter two. The method is divided in several 

subchapters, which are mentioned at the beginning of chapter two. Results are presented in chapter 

three and afterwards a discussion of the results can be found. The outcome of the whole project is 

faced in chapter five, where conclusions and recommendations are described. Finally, chapter six 

presents future work, which is followed by the list of references. If there is an interested in a more 

detailed description of work breakdown, schedule, materials and experiments the appendix one and 

two might be helpful. 
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2. Method, Approach and Implementation  

In order to perform the given task and develop a general methodology, which can be used for future 

similar problems, certain methods have been used.  

The methods can be divided in four categories: collection and search for material data, simple 

experiments on the composite material, of which one has been a three point flexural bending test 

and the second one has been a furnace test to evaluate the coefficient of thermal expansion, 

bonding with tape, and finally the set-up of a computer-based model for calculations using the Finite 

Element Method. The computer-based modelling has been carried out in the commercial software 

Abaqus. 

2.1 Collection and Search for Material Data 

As a first reference, the company Swedfoam provided the data sheets for the materials, which are 

used, as far as possible. This includes the Grained Thermoplastic Olefin Foil, which is used for the part 

surface skin outer lid, the glass fibre as a reinforcement of the Polyurethane foam, both forming the 

composite, as well as the blend of Polycarbonate and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene for the inner 

lid.  

In those cases, where the data sheet was not available at Swedfoam, the suppliers have been 

contacted by the author himself. A couple of material properties of the used material were not 

available at the suppliers and therefore a literature search has been done. Whenever possible the 

data sheets have been compared to the literature. The most important parameters for an isotropic 

material behaviour are the Young’s Modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. Since the given problem is 

temperature related, the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion has been identified as a highly important 

factor. All the parts and their responsible suppliers can be seen in table 1. The words printed in bold 

letters on the left side of the table are used as abbreviations later on.  
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Table 1: A list of Supplier of Swedfoam and their parts, provided by Per Jonsson from 

 Swedfoam 

Part Material Supplier 

surface skin outer 

lid / foil 

Grained TPO Foil 

type: Xpreshn 

Dr. Christina Pakula  

Product Development TPO BENECKE-KALIKO AG 

Ulmer Straße 92, 73054 Eislingen 

Germany  

outer lid foam PUR Foam 

type: Elastoflex 

E3576/100 

Niclas Hwatz 

BASF AB 

Haraldsgatan 5, 413 14 Goeteborg, 

Sweden 

glass fibre 

reinforcement of 

foam 

Glass Fibre 

type: U-816 

450g/m² and size 

317*455mm. 

Patrik Torell 

Gazechim Composites Norden AB 

Peter Åbergs väg 2, 311 42 Falkenberg 

Sweden 

inner lid PC / ABS 

type: Cycoloy 

C1100HF. 

Stefan Skarp Erteco  

SABIC 

4600 AC Bergen op Zoom 

The Netherlands 

 

2.1.1 The Grained TPO Foil 

The material used for the surface skin on the outer lid of the glove compartment is a grained 

thermoplastic olefin foil. This is the part which is visible from the outside when the glove 

compartment is closed. Thermoplastic Olefin (TPO) is a blend of Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene 

(PE) and their copolymers (Beyens & Maschke, 2013). 

In the automotive industry, applications like bumpers or the skin layer for interior parts, such as 

dashboards, are usually made out of TPO. For the latter product, the shape of the part is 

manufactured by thermoforming a grained TPO foil. One problem, which can occur during this 

process, is the deformation of the grain due to the decrease of thickness of the foil (Beyens & 

Maschke, 2013). The advantages of TPO compared to other plastics, such as Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 

and Polyurethane (PUR) are summed up as follows (Visteon Deutschland GmbH, 2006): 
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 outstanding design freedom 

 lower in emissions than PU and PVC 

 cost-effective alternative to PU and PVC for both; instrument and door panels 

 weight reduction of 20 per cent, if manufactured with vacuum forming compared to 

conventional PVC slush 

 recycling advantages compared PU and PVC 

TPO is usually processed by vacuum forming. A positive or negative mould of the wanted part is 

created beforehand and then mounted into a vacuum forming machine.  

As already mentioned in table 1 the grained TPO foil is provided by BENECKE-KALIKO AG and called 

Xpreshn. Examining the product sheet one can see the product benefits, which are listed below, and 

the composition of the material. 

 Up to 60 per cent lighter in weight than common decorative materials 

 High aging resistance 

 Free of halogens and plasticisers 

 Wide range of colours, design grain pattern 

 Flexible in processing 

 

The material is constructed as a compact foil with a thickness between 0,8 and 1,4 millimetres. The 

Instrument Panel is one of the possible applications in the field of usage and Vacuum Thermo 

Forming as a processing method. Both suit the glove compartment of this project. The foil does not 

have any backing (Benecke-Kaliko AG, 2016). Figure 6 shows a magnified view of the compact foil. 

 

Figure 6: Xpreshn - TPO Compact Foil with 1: Lacquer Finish; 2,3: Compact Layers; 

   4: Backside Primer 
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2.1.2 PUR Foam 

The material used for the backside of the outer lid is PUR foam. Since the foam is later covered with 

the inner lid, it is not seen in the final product. There is an essential difference between PUR and 

most other plastics, because a urethane monomer does not exist and the polymer is created almost 

invariably during the manufacturing of a certain object (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of 

York, 2013). 

Taking the technical data sheet for the Elastoflex E 3576 / 100, it is clear why this PUR foam has been 

chosen for this application. The data sheet describes this PUR as “semi rigid foam for production of 

instrument panels for the automotive industry”. Looking at the characteristics of the chemicals one 

can find the following description: The preparation of the polyol-component is based on polyether 

polyol, catalyst and additives, while the preparation of the iso-component is based on Polymeric 

Methylene Diphenylene Diisocyanate (P-MDI). Furthermore, it has to be taken into account, that the 

PUR components are moisture sensitive and therefore have to be stored in a sealed environment at 

all the times. Before processing, the Polyol (“the A-Component”) has to be homogenised by basic 

stirring. One also must be aware of both, Isocyanate (“the B-Component”) and Polyol being possibly 

dangerous. Especially the B-Component irritates eyes, respiratory organs and the skin. The data of 

the component can be seen in table 4 (appendix), typical processing data concerning cup tests, as 

well as machine processing are mentioned in table 5 (appendix) and the typical physical properties 

are shown in table 6 (appendix) (BASF Polyurethanes GmbH, 2012). 

2.1.3 Glass Fibre 

The material used for the reinforcement of the PUR foam is glass fibre. Since the glass fibre is later 

covered with the foam, the passengers are not supposed to see any glass fibres. It is very important 

to be able to distinguish between the terms glass fibre and fibreglass. Glass fibre is only regarding 

the extremely fine fibres of glass, which even can appear in the nature, known as Pele’s Hair. 

Fibreglass refers to fibre reinforced plastics, where the reinforcements are supposed to be glass 

fibres (Wikipedia, 2016). 

As already mentioned in table 1 the supplier for the glass fibre is Gazechim Composites Norden AB 

(GAZECHIM COMPOSITES, 2006).  

The glass fibres used for this application is called U816, which comes from the UNIFILO® 800 Series. 

The UNIFILO® products are made from a so-called Advantex® glass. These glass fibre reinforcements 

are described as both E-Glass and E-CR Glass (OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS, SPRL., 2008). 

The difference between an E-Glass and an E-CR-Glass lies in the chemical composition. An ECR-Glass 

has a higher corrosion resistance because it is a boron-free E-Glass has high levels of zinc oxide (ZnO) 

and titanium dioxide (TiO2) additives. The ECR glass fibre also offers an improved long-term 

resistance against acids and short-term resistance against alkali (Wallenberger, et al., 2001). 

Furthermore, taking a closer look at its data sheet, the U816 glass fibre which is in use, is described 

as a continuous filament mat consisting of randomly orientated strands in multiple layers held 

together by a binder and a sizing (OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS, SPRL., 2008). The terms filament, 

mat, sizing, as well as binder and many more uncommon terms are defined in the “Glossary” of 

Owens Corning guide as follows (OWENS CORNING, 2011): 
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 A filament is the smallest unit of fibrous material. Yarn that consists of one strand is called 

monofilament. Most textile filament yarns are multifilament, meaning there are many 

continuous filaments or strands. 

 A mat is a fibrous material for reinforced plastic consisting of randomly oriented chopped 

filaments, or swirled continuous filaments, which loosely held together with a binder; available 

in various widths, weight, and lengths. 

 A binder is a substance applied to glass roving, glass mat or performs binding the fibres before 

laminating or moulding. 

 As sizing is any treatment defined, respectively ingredient which is applied to yarn or fibres at 

the time of formation in order to protect the surface and support the process of handling and 

fabrication. This treatment deals with ingredients which include surface lubricity and binding 

action, but no coupling agent. 

In the present case the binder is polyester and the sizing is silane.  

The decision for U816 is quite clear, since it can be used for parts moulded by infusion or wet 

compression with PU resins.  

2.1.4 The Composite 

The composite consists of Glass Fibre and PUR Foam in the lower layer and only of PUR in the upper 

layer (figure 22, appendix). 

2.1.5 Polycarbonate and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (PC-ABS) 

The material used for the inner lid of the glove compartment, is composed of a blend of 

Polycarbonate (PC) and Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS). 

PC-ABS gives a very smooth balance between both materials because the polycarbonate is 

responsible for heat distortion resistance as well as the superior strength. The ABS increases the 

flexibility and therefore the processability, chemical stress resistance and cost reduction below the 

value of PC. These blends are described as ideal for conceptual modelling, functional prototyping, 

manufacturing tools and end-use-parts, like automotive instrument panel retainers (Stratasys Ltd., 

2014).  

Summarising, PC-ABS usually has the following properties (PolymerTechnology & Services, LLC, 

2015): 

 impact resistance between ABS and PC 

 strength and stiffness between PC and ABS 

 heat resistance closer to ABS than PC 

 flame retardant system more stable in processing than ABS 

 good indoor UV light colour stability 

 low temperature impact and ductility 

 process ability closer to PC than ABS 

 

There are four common ways to mould PC-ABS; namely injection, extrusion, pressing, and blow 

moulding. 
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As already mentioned in Table 1 the PC-ABS is provided by Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) 

and belongs to the Cycoloy Resin series. This series is supposed to have evenly impact, flow and heat 

properties for thin wall moulding (SABIC Global, 2016). Since the given part is injection moulded and 

moreover can be simplified as a plate, the decision for the Cycoloy Resin series is reasonable. The 

exact material is called Cycoloy Resin C1100HF and its typical mechanical and thermal properties, as 

well as, the processing parameters for injection moulding are provided in the data sheet, which was 

provided by Swedfoam, but originally comes from SABIC (SABIC Innovative Plastics Company, 2010). 

2.2 Testing Methods for the Composite 

“The analysis and design of composite structures requires the input of reliable experimental data” 

(Daniel & Ishai, 2006, p. 303). The three major objectives, if composite materials are tested, can be 

described as follows: for the use as input in structural design and analysis, the basic properties of 

unidirectional lamina have to be determined; analytical expectations of mechanical behaviour have 

to be evaluated; and in case of specific geometries and loading conditions, it is recommended to 

conduct an independent study of material and structural behaviour. These general objectives lead to 

a variety of experimental methods used for various applications. However most of them  are 

concerning measurement of deformation or strain. Compared to isotropic materials, the 

experimental methods for composites are more complex and remarkable modifications are required 

(Daniel & Ishai, 2006, p. 303).  

Since the material properties for the composite, produced by Swedfoam have been widely unknown, 

two experiments have been performed. The decision to perform experiments has been made, for 

several reasons. First of all, the idea was to model the composite for the FEM analysis as one 

material. Moreover, to base the material data for the composite only on its components and literary 

survey has been decided to not be sufficient. The two material tests are a three point flexural test 

and a test, to determine the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE).  

The CTE is a very important material property, especially when a composite structure is supposed to 

operate under the influence of different temperatures. A temperature change can cause thermal 

strain (equation 1). Exactly this is the case for the lid of the glove compartment, and for the whole 

car in general. The CTE is defined as the small changes of the dimensions of a body under heating or 

cooling conditions (Zhiguo, et al., 2014). It has the unit of inverse of temperature; for instance the 

thermal coefficient of aluminium (Al) is 𝛼𝐴𝑙 = 22,2 
1

𝐾
 10−6 (The Engineering ToolBox, 2003). 

휀 = ∆𝛼∆𝑇     (1) 

In the equation above (equation 1) 휀 defines the strain resulting from a change in temperature ∆𝑇. 

∆𝛼 stands for the difference in CTE. 
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2.3 Virtual Model using the Finite Element Method 

Three parts, which have been modelled with the CAD program Unigraphics, have been provided by 

Swedfoam. Based on those parts a FEM model has been created.  

2.3.1 Import of Geometry (Part Module in Abaqus) 

Since the geometry of the parts had been created earlier, the creation of the FEM model started with 

importing the geometry into Abaqus. This can be a very crucial step for the simulations, because only 

a properly imported geometry is sufficient to gain proper results later on. Usually the import of 

geometry data succeeds, if the designer saved his parts in a neutral format, such as the step format 

(.step / .stp), with a high resolution. If the resolution is very high the import should be done as 

combination into a single part, otherwise the import results in all the single faces and planes. The 

modelling space should stay the same as in the CAD program, 3D in this case, and the type has to be 

chosen as deformable, since the given materials behave like that. If it is known, which scales and 

units have been used in the former program, the usage of transform from the imported files, 

including the scale is recommended.  

In case of occurring warnings telling the user, that imported parts containing imprecise geometry and 

partitioning and quad or hex meshing may fail on those parts, there are several ways to work around 

these errors. First of all, the validity of the parts has to updated, to see if they contain any invalid 

geometry, such as free edges and open gaps. This may occur because of the conversion from the CAD 

program into a neutral format and import to Abaqus. One way to change the geometry from invalid 

to valid is to use the geometry repair tools. With the help of these tools, for example, small gaps can 

be stitched together or the geometry can be converted into a more precise one. Any faces, which 

later on fail while meshing can be removed, if they do not influence the results of the simulations. 

The mesh itself can be done with triangles, triangular prism or tetrahedron elements instead of using 

quadrilateral or hexahedron elements. The imported parts are shown in figure 7, 8 and 9. The 

sequence of the pictures from top to bottom also shows the assembly of the whole lid. Abaqus has 

detected the foil and foam as solid parts, while the inner lid has been detected to be a shell part. The 

proposed assumption from Abaqus for the inner lid is valid, because in theory this geometry fulfils 

the geometrical theory of a plate model. However, Abaqus does not have any options for plate 

models and because of that reason a shell model is used. 
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Figure 7: Inner lid, detected as shell, material PC-ABS 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Foam , detected as solid, material composite 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Foil, detected as solid, material TPO 
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The problem concerning the inner lid as a shell part is that it actually consisted of two layers. This 

leads to a problem, because Abaqus is not able to take the interfacial surface between the two 

layers, since it is a more complex structure. It takes all the surfaces and creates a double shell, which 

is not accurate at all. To underline this statement, the following simple example is shown (figure 10). 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Problems with a closed shell model in Abaqus, demonstrated with simple geometry 

A solid cube has been modelled in Abaqus, and then a shell part has been created from the solid. 

Leftmost of figure 10 the whole cube is shown, the middle picture shows a view cut through the 

cubic shell part and it can be seen, that this is hollow. Finally a shell section has been assigned to the 

solid with a certain thickness and it is demonstrated in the right picture of figure 10 that Abaqus 

takes all six surfaces of the cubic shell part and creates too many shell surfaces. Due to this reason, 

the upper surface of the inner lid has been completely removed, to avoid the problems described 

above. This assumption still leads to an accurate model, since the important surface, the lower 

surface of the inside lid, has not been changed. 

2.3.2 Material Properties & Section Assignment (Property Module Abaqus) 

Secondly the material properties have been assigned (table 2). The assumption was to treat the 

composite as one material, because the experiments also gave the same result for the Young’s 

Modulus. Since the composite contains a lot more foam, both, the Poisson’s Ratio, as well as the CTE 

are more likely to resemble the material properties of PUR foam. Two solid sections have been 

created for the foil and the foam, and one shell section for the inner lid. For all materials it has been 

assumed, that they are homogenous. This simplifies the overall model. The thickness for the shell 

section has been evaluated to be 2,5 millimetres, after it had been measured in a CAD program. 

Finally, it is important to check the normal of the shell part in order to use the shell offset properly as 

well as the interaction with other parts. 
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Table 2: Important Material Properties as Input for Abaqus 

Material E [MPa] Reference ν [-] Reference CTE [ 1 / K ] Reference 

TPO Foil 8,3 

TPO 
BENECKE-
KALIKO AG 
Testing 
Sheet 

0.42 (for 
PP); 
0.40-0.45 
(for PE)  

Ineos, Olefin 
& Polymers 
USA 

80-100e-6 
(for PP); 
120e-6  
(for PE) 

Ineos, 
Olefin & 
Polymers 
USA 

Composite 
(PUR + 
Glass 
Fibre) 

10 
Experimental 
Result 

0.25-0.33; 
0.3 

Purdue 
University, 
West 
Lafazette, IN, 
USA, 
nature.com 

30-55e-6  
(for 20 kg / 
m³); 
58e-6; 
90e-6; 
(for 100 kg / 
m³); 
140e-6 

Matbase; 
engineering 
toolbox; 
dotmar  

PC / ABS 2400 
SABIC Data 
Sheet 

0.35-0.40 

18th 
International 
Conference 
of 
Composite 
Materials 

80e-6; 109e-6 

SABIC Data 
Sheet; 
Material 
Science and 
Engineering 
Handbook, 
James F. 
Shakelford 

 

2.3.3 Constraints (Assembly or Interaction Module) 

Based on experience, the assembly of foil to glass fibre and foam has not been a problem so far. Due 

to that fact, a strong constrain could be used in Abaqus to simulate the connection between these 

two parts, as a strong joint. Furthermore, the focus on this work does not lay on the connection 

between foam and foil, but on the bonding between foam and inner lid. The connection between the 

two parts named fist, can be done in three ways. In the assembly module, the two parts could be 

merged together in order to behave as one part or one of the following constrains could be used. 

Either the foam could be embedded into the foil or they could be constrained as tied with the foil as 

a master surface, since it is stiffer than the foam. 

2.3.4 Definition of Steps, Number and Size of Increments (Step Module) 

Apart from the initial step, another step (high_temp) defined as a general static step, has been 

created to expose the thermal load to the whole model. It can be seen, that two steps are already 

enough, because only a temperature difference has to be created. However, it affects the simulation 

later, if one edits the step properly. The number of increments has been raised to 10 000, because 

then the simulation does not abort after 100 increments, before the full load has been applied. The 

increment size should be small enough, in order for convergence of the equations. The initial 

increment size is 0,001; the minimum increment size is 1e-20and the maximum increment size is 0,01.  
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2.3.5 Loads, Predefined Fields and Boundary Conditions (Load Module) 

It has been identified to be most critical for the problem, if the complete model can deform freely. 

One could argue that the limitation of expansion is restricted by the instrument panel and the glove 

compartment on both sides, but they also expand. Still a boundary condition (BC) is needed in order 

to avoid rigid body motion. Therefore, either a shell node, which has six degrees of freedom, has to 

be totally fixed or a solid node, which has three degrees of freedom, has to be fixed or at least 

pinned. It is very crucial, that the BC does not influence the results. This can be evaluated later on, if 

the reaction forces (RF) are zero, especially at the node with the BC. The load has been applied with 

the help of predefined fields. Two predefined fields have been created, one in the initial step with 

the temperature 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 20 ℃ and one in the second step with 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = 90 ℃. The 

suggested temperatures have been discussed with Swedfoam beforehand.  

2.3.6 Meshing the Parts (Mesh Module) 

The mesh module is very important, because a good mesh usually leads to more accurate results. 

However, it has to be taken into account that a mesh which is too dense might fail because some 

elements might have a very small volume. Moreover, the number of nodes corresponds with the 

number of elements and element type and is restricted to 250 000 nodes with the given license 

restrictions. As previously stated, the quadrilateral or hexahedron elements are not possible for the 

given geometry, even though a good mesh of hexahedral elements (such as C3D8R) usually provides 

a solution with equivalent accuracy to tetrahedral elements with less computational time. For the 

solid parts, foil and foam, a four-node linear tetrahedron has been chosen. The chosen one is C3D4, 

which stands for continuum, three-dimensional and four nodes. The difference to the C3D10 lies in 

the number of nodes. Although, it is recommended to avoid exactly this element type (C3D4), 

because the second-order tetrahedral and triangles are much more accurate, it is still used in this 

application since the restriction is given in nodes not in elements. The requirement to obtain 

accurate results with first order tetrahedral and triangles is an extremely fine mesh (ABAQUS, Inc., 

2005) and this is the case. The technique for the mesh control had to be chosen as free, since 

structured is not an option with complicated geometry. In both cases the meshing has been done 

using a default algorithm and mapped tri meshing on boundary faces, where it was appropriate. With 

locally and globally seeding a mesh with 310 018 elements and only half a percent of analysis 

warning has been created for the foil. In case of the foam, there are 234 588 elements with less than 

2,5 per cent analysis warnings. The element shape for the inner lid is triangular, but the meshing 

technique is structured this time, with a mapped meshing algorithm, where it is appropriate. A three-

node triangular general purpose shell element type has been assigned, which is named S3. This led to 

77 256 elements with 2,5 per cent of analysis warnings. For all three parts there have not been any 

analysis errors concerning the mesh.  
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2.3.7 Bonding (Interaction Module) 

Cohesive Surfaces versus Cohesive Behaviour 

There are two ways in Abaqus to simulate bonding. One works with cohesive elements, while the 

other works with cohesive surfaces. Even though the formulation used for surface-based cohesive 

behaviour is very similar to cohesive elements with traction separation response, one has to be 

aware of one crucial difference. Cohesive surfaces never consider any thickness effects. In case of 

cohesive elements, the thickness effects can be taken into account by either specifying a nonzero 

thickness for the interface or by assigning the initial thickness from the nodal coordinates of the 

cohesive elements. Material properties, which are used to describe the response for traction-

separation cohesive elements with thickness effects, may not directly be reusable for cohesive 

surfaces. In case of cohesive surfaces, the constraint is assigned at each slave node, while for 

cohesive elements the constraints are calculated at the material points. An improved mesh, such as 

refining the slave surface compared to its master surface will more likely lead to constraint 

satisfaction and hence to more accurate results. To sum it up, depending on the model and mesh the 

results received from both methods may almost become the same (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 

2013). 

Due to difficulties with the cohesive elements in the given model, it has been decided to use cohesive 

surfaces instead. As previously mentioned in the section (2.3.6) the meshes are very dense, which 

helps to produce more accurate results. Moreover, since the joint of foam and foil is not of interest, 

they just have been tie constrained in the interaction module, because this way they will expand 

together, which is a very accurate assumption compared to the physical model.  

 

In order to find out, which surfaces are supposed to be bonded together a tool for finding the 

contact pairs can be used. The values for finding the contact pairs have been set to zero separation 

tolerance, because then it could be ensured, that the found surfaces are in contact which should be 

the case for bonding, if thickness of the adhesive is not taken into consideration. Additionally this is 

the case because cohesive surfaces have been used. Furthermore, the search options should not 

include pairs with surfaces on the same instance, as well as the extending of surfaces found by angle 

should also not be selected. The advanced search options like merging pairs, including overclosure 

and including opposing surfaces have to be unselected. Due to the fact that using a tool which 

explicitly searches for certain surfaces the contact interaction is automatically defined as surface-to-

surface contact. Apart from this, cohesive behaviour cannot be specified with general contact 

interactions. There are two more crucial parameters, namely the sliding formulation and the 

discretization method. It can be decided between finite sliding or small sliding and surface-to-surface 

or node-to-surface respectively. The differences can be looked up in the appendix.  

 

However, an investigation with a two single element has been done to be very clear about, not only 

which of the different adjustable parameter setting works, but which will lead to proper results 

(table 8, appendix). 

The parameters of the adhesive have been assigned in the interaction properties. As a mechanical 

property of the contact cohesive behaviour has been chosen. Since the contact pairs have been 

searched earlier an eligible slave node setting is, that any slave node experiences contact. The most 

important part is the traction-separation behaviour, where specific stiffness coefficients can be 

assigned. As a default value they are uncoupled and temperature independent. This assumption can 

be seen as valid, because the temperature difference is only ∆𝑇 = 70 𝐾.  
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2.3.8 Key Differences between the Models 

The previous description is valid for all simulations. The difference lies in the material properties, 

especially for the foam, because the CTE has only been found in the literature and was given neither 

by the company nor by its supplier. Furthermore, it is an essential material parameter, because the 

only applied load is a temperature field and in addition for some models, the basic idea was to bond 

the foam to the inner lid, whose CTE is well known.  

Depended on which adhesive has been used for the simulations either a stiff one like a PUR adhesive 

or softer one like a tape for special applications (table 3) led to a difference in the specific stiffness 

coefficients 𝐾𝑛𝑛 , 𝐾𝑠𝑠 and 𝐾𝑡𝑡 (equation 2, equation 3 and equation 4). 

 

Table 3: Important Material Properties of the used adhesives (de Castro San Román, 2005)

 (3M Industrial Adhesives and Tapes Division, 2015) 

Adhesive Normal Tensile [MPa] Static Shear [MPa] 

3M VHB Tape Specialty Tapes 4945 0,97 0,015 

Sika Schweiz AG PUR, S-Force 7851 586 355 

 

In order to calculate the stiffness coefficients, 

 

 𝐾𝑛𝑛 =
𝐸

𝑡
,    (2) 

 

 𝐾𝑠𝑠 =
𝐺

𝑡
,    (3) 

 

and 

 

 𝐾𝑡𝑡 =
𝐺

𝑡
   (4) 

 

have been used, where 𝑡 is the thickness of the adhesive layer, 𝐺 is the Shear Modulus and 𝐸 is the 

Young’s Modulus of the adhesive. The thickness of the tape was approximately 1 millimetre, whereas 

for the PUR adhesive it should be around 0,3 millimetres. These adhesive parameters can be 

assigned in the interaction module for material properties. Finally, the differences led to four 

different bases for the modulus, which is summed up as follows: 

 Foam bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851 

 Foil bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851 

 Foam bonded to inner lid with tape 4945 

 Foil bonded to inner lid with tape 4945 
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3. Results 

The first result shown are obtained in the lab for the composite from the three point flexural bending 

test (figure 11). The blue line describes the measured Young’s Modulus for each Specimen, whereas 

the red line describes the average over all 39 tested bars. 

 

 
Figure 11: Lab Results for the Three Point Flexural Bending Test 

 

Afterwards the results for the four different simulation models are shown. As will be discussed later 

on, the deflection in millimetres is a first hint, whether the bonding could work or not. The 𝑈 in the 

legend, left corner for all following four figures (figure 12, 13, 14, 15), describes the magnitude 

deflection for the whole application. It has to be taken into account, that the lower part is the foil tie 

constrained to the foam, which means that it had been expected, that they have moved the same, as 

if they would be one part, for the simulation. The focus lies on the edge between inner lid and foam 

plus foil. 
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Figure 12: Foam bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Foil bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters 
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Figure 14: Foam bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Foil bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters 
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4. Discussion 

If comparisons are made among the four shown results, the difference of the shown deflections in 

millimetres is remarkable. Concerning the first result, where already the sharp border in colours 

between the two parts, inner lid and foil, marks an average difference of about two millimetres, it 

can be assumed, that the bonding fails in this case. It is quite clear, that all parts have to expand 

because of a thermal load and relatively high CTE (compared to metals for instance). Due to the tie 

constraint between foil and foam, they expand in the same way, even though their CTEs are not the 

same. Nevertheless, this assumption is realistic, since there has not been a single problem between 

the connection of foam and outer lid and it can be seen as one part, with two different sections of 

material properties. For ease of reading the following paragraphs refer to foil and foam as one part.  

The main interpretation is that the bonding might work, if the parts expand in the same way. Coming 

back to result number one, it can be seen, that this is definitely not the case.  

The second result already shows an improvement. The smoother changeover of colours in the plot 

leads to the interpretation that the bonding in this case is more likely to work. However, disputable 

results can be observed for the right corner, where a bigger difference can be seen between the 

deflections of the two parts. Even though the influence of the BC has been evaluated to be 

infinitesimal, there could be a dependency between the location of the appearance of the highest 

deflection and the BC. The evaluation of the influence of the BC has been performed by checking the 

plot of RF at the exact node, where the BC has been applied. The result for the RF was close to zero. 

Another hint is that the Shear Stresses and Contact Stresses in the bonding surfaces have been 

higher in the more left side of the application. This also leads to the interpretation, that the right 

corner should have higher values for the deflections. However, a double check, respectively a change 

of the location of the BC resulted in an opposite plot. If the BC is assigned on the right hand side of 

the inner lid instead of the left hand side of the inner lid the colour gradient changes to the opposite. 

This means, that the highest deflections are always diagonal to the applied BC. Still the RF are very 

low in the built-in (encastre) node, as well as in the whole part, independent of the location the BC is 

applied to.  

The third and fourth results, for which tape has been used, lead to similar discussions. Concerning 

the third result it can be easily seen, that the bonding is more likely to fail, because the difference in 

displacement between inner lid and foil is again, similar to result number one, too coarse. Especially 

the edges facing the front of the plot, which were the ones having problems with the bonding do not 

seem to stick together.  From the left hand side to the right hand side, the inner lid shows 

displacements between 1,6 millimetres and 3,2 millimetres, while the foil already starts at 3,7 

millimetres from the left and ends with almost five millimetres of displacement on the right. Contrary 

to that, result number four, is similar to result number two, more satisfying. The colour gradient is 

much smoother than result number three and result number one. The difference of displacements 

for the front edges of the parts varies between 0,3 and 0,4 millimetres. Therefore one can assume, 

that it will  never be more than half of a millimetre. On the left hand edge the result is even better.  
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To sum it up, it is more likely, that the bonding for result number two and four will work, while in 

case of result number one and three, it is very clear, that the bonding will fail, due to high differences 

in displacements and therefore separation of the parts, which can be seen as bonding failure, 

because this will lead to gaps, which were supposed to be avoided. 

However, the accuracy of the results is questionable. Due to the use of cohesive surfaces, there has 

not been any consideration of adhesive thickness effects. Nevertheless, the thickness itself has been 

taken into account, because the stiffness properties have been calculated, using equation 2, 3 and 4. 

In the beginning the CAD model seemed to be slightly imprecise, not because the design has been 

done badly, more because the CAD model had to be converted from Unigraphics into a neutral 

format, so that Abaqus is able to read it. Another crucial aspect is that the shown analysis has been 

done only linearly without any damaging. This might change the results as well. The used element 

types might have been too general, but since the restriction of useable nodes is a quarter of a 

million, linear elements had to be used. The most important impact on the results probably would 

be, if all potential bonding surfaces would touch. Related to the evaluation with only two elements, 

only the ones which have been in contact without any interference have worked properly.  

Concerning the lab results for the three point flexural bending tests, it can be seen, that the values 

for the Young’s Modulus of the Composite are more likely related to the values of PUR without any 

reinforcement, if compared to the literature. It is questionable how the glass fibre affects the whole 

application and the composite respectively. It seems to have no advantages for the Young’s Modulus 

whether the PUR is reinforced with glass fibre or not, at least for this exact way of reinforcement 

(glass fibre and PUR in the lower layers, and only PUR in the upper layers). Of course, measurement 

mistakes are unlikely to be ruled out, while performing the experiment; however, the variation of 

results is quite small. Also all the geometric dimensions have been double checked, because height 

and width influence the second moment of inertia.  

One possible explanation for the behaviour of the composite can be found in the theory of bending 

of members made of several materials. It cannot be assumed, that the neutral axis passes through 

the centreline of the composite section, as it would do for an isotropic material. With the help of 

motivating two stress formulas for each material it can be seen, that the resistance in the bar would 

remain the same, if both section would be made out of the same material, required that the width of 

the lower element would be multiplied by a factor. The widening (factor >1) or narrowing (factor<1) 

must be done parallel to the neutral axis, because it is important, that the distance of each element 

from the neutral axis stays the same (Beer, et al., 2012, pp. 264-265). This theoretical new cross 

section area is called transformed section and can be seen in figure 16. If this theory is used for the 

given composite, it can be seen, that the same material, PUR foam, throughout the cross section area 

with a wider cross section in the bottom layer would result in the same resistance to bending. 
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Figure 16: Transformed section for composite bar (Beer, et al., 2012) 

If the possibility of using the proper lab equipment would have not been prohibited due to safety 

regulations, there would be no argument about the accuracy of the results. The same applies to the 

furnace tests. Since it has not been possible to measure any temperature of the specimens, while 

they are inside the furnace, due to the lack of thermo couples and in addition, resistance strain 

gauges have also not been available, it was impossible to measure any deflection of the specimen 

after they have been taken out of the furnace. Those are the reasons, why the second experiment, 

the furnace test, has not yielded any useable results. 

4.1 Technology, Society and the Environment 

Improvement and progress of technology, respectively changes of an already existing product has 

always impacted the society, the environment and the customer as a user. One reason why the 

problem associated with gaps at the front edge of the lid of a glove compartment has been 

considered was due to the risk of clamping one’s fingers inside these gaps. Furthermore, no 

customer would accept and buy an automobile with a bad appearance of the front instrument panel. 

It means that the manufactured product, in this case the whole car, has to be maintained in terms of 

repairing or changing the non-acceptable parts.  

Apart from that, as already mentioned in the beginning, a solution for this problem, which means the 

replacement of the heavy metal plate and a successful bonding of the inner lid to foam and foil 

would save over 1,5 kilograms of weight. Weight reduction for an automobile leads to less fuel 

consumption, as well as to a lower carbon footprint. Hence the carbon dioxide pollution to our 

environment decreases, which has positive effects on the society. In addition, if the metal plate is 

going to be disposed of the whole application, that means less different materials are going to be 

used, which would increase the possibilities of recycling.  
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Replacement of conventional fastening methods with adhesive may also help to decrease the weight 

of an application, because fastening elements like bolts and screws are no longer needed. However, 

bonding also has negative impacts on the environment, because separating the materials again for 

recycling is not as easy as it could be compared to other joining methods, for instance screws. 

Adhesives, especially the PUR adhesive are based on chemicals, which may be harmful for the worker 

or performer, if mixing the components to manufacture the adhesive. The same applies to the 

components of PUR foam, as already described in “Collection in Research of Material Data.” The 

foam itself is a non-dangerous substance. Even though this has been a non-changeable parameter, it 

should be taken into consideration that lightweight materials may not always be as environmentally 

friendly as preliminary assumed.  

Even though this Final Year Project has focussed on the bonding for one certain part of automobiles, 

the described method was supposed to create a basic concept for further investigations in adhesive 

technology for similar problems, or at least for similar parts, such as the IP.  

5. Conclusions & Recommendations 

With the help of the results and discussion a couple of conclusions have been drawn, followed by 

recommendations. The main conclusion is that the bonding works, if the foil is bonded to the inner 

lid or bonding at least is done as closest to the edge as possible. Using a stronger adhesive than the 

one the company already tried should be taken into consideration as well, however it might even 

work with a tape, since it is significantly more crucial, where the bonding takes place, as shown in the 

results and evaluated in the discussion. Another helpful aspect, to support the stability of the joint 

would be PUR foam with a similar CTE as the material of the inner lid. This leads to some 

recommendations, which are summed up as follows and discussed in the next four paragraphs: 

 change of the geometry of the foam 

 change of density of the foam 

 start of material test with physical models 

 leave out the glass fibre for the composite 

Even though the CAD model may have been slightly imprecise, the simulations showed that fewer 

surfaces were in contact than expected. The geometry should be easily changeable, because the 

upper part of the moulding tool can be adjusted. If more surfaces are in contact, the adhesive can be 

spread on more surfaces to strengthen the whole joint. Of course, the stresses may rise inside the 

part, but since the bonding should not fail, this recommendation should be feasible. 

A change of the density of the foam leads to a change of the CTE of the foam, since they are 

dependent on each other. If it is possible to adjust the CTE of the PUR foam to the PC-ABS, whose 

CTE is well known, the foam and the foil should expand in the same way. In addition the CTE of the 

used TPO is already very close to the PC-ABS. 

Based on the outcome of this Final Year Project it has been recommended to start material tests with 

the physical model. One should not forget that simulations always stay numerical and are done with 

assumptions, which means that the lid can still behave differently than predicted by the simulations. 

The bonding methods, which have been proposed, should be tested in terms of any restrictions in 

the assembly, respectively how difficult it is to bond on certain surfaces. 
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Concerning the materials; it has been shown, that the glass fibre does not have any effects on the 

composite, at least not in case for the Young’s Modulus. With the help of the results it has been 

shown, that the Young’s Modulus of the manufactured composite is very close to PUR foam without 

any reinforcement. It has been proposed to the company to leave out the glass fibre from the 

application and obtain the behaviour of the lid without glass fibre.  

Finally, it is remarkable, that results and discussion have led to conclusions and recommendations, 

which even complement the ones, which have been aimed for. If compared to aims & 

accomplishments, it has not been a goal for this Final Year Project to optimize the material. However 

lab testing and results have driven to one of the conclusion previously stated. Furthermore it has 

been realized how crucial the conversion of files in different formats can be, if working with several 

software, especially if the models have been done in a different software than the simulations. It has 

been sought for a suitable bonding of a Multi-Material Glove Compartment for Lightweight Design 

and this goal has been achieved, at least in the simulations. In addition; two possibilities of 

introducing bonding in Abaqus have been evaluated and compared.  

6. Future Work 

The future work contains more possibilities and investigations of solving the problem, which have not 

been done yet. Further simulations with respect to damaging should be done in order to get even 

more accurate and realistic results. An improvement of the current mesh may also be considered, 

since the mesh for each part still contains a small amount of warnings, where elements are distorted. 

Especially, if elements are distorted close to bonding surfaces, this may has influenced the results. 

Simulations for a changed geometry of the foam could also be run in order to evaluate, where it is 

most applicable to have more surfaces in contact. Another aspect would be to try it again with 

cohesive elements, because this is a better assumption for bonding, especially when it comes to 

tapes. 

However, testing of the current results with the actual physical models could be started as well as a 

prototype could be done without any glass fibre to evaluate how the lid behaves without any 

reinforcement in the foam. Nevertheless, different material tests for the composite could be 

focussed in the future, because the only successful test with useable results, so far, was the three 

point bending test, whereas the furnace has not provided any useable results for the thesis. The glass 

fibres may have influence on the part as a whole, which needs to be evaluated in the future.  

Finally, there was not enough time left to study more than one example of tapes and one example of 

adhesives. Therefore more investigation in different type of tapes and adhesive could be done in 

order to find an optimal solution. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Work Breakdown and Time Plan 

In order to compare the two time plans, the initial time plan, as well as the updated version is shown, 

introduced with a description of the differences. The updated version shows how the project actually 

took place. Both time plans have been created by using the freeware GanttProject. The initial time 

plan has been accepted by supervisor and examiner on the 12th of February (figure 17). In order to 

compare the diagrams better landscape format has been used on the following two pages. 

The deadlines for presentation and peer reviews have always been able to manage in time. Breaks 

and vacations have been shortening down half a week due to other study related issues, but not 

because of the project. However other points shifted remarkable, some proposed tasks have not 

been done and others have been added. At the time, the initial time plane has been done, there was 

only one meeting planned with Swedfoam. Another four meetings needed to be added, because of 

the specimens, discussion of problems, presenting results and a final meeting in order to bring the 

parts back to the company. The data collection has been more difficult than expected. Either a 

supplier of Swedfoam did not feel confident to provide material data or it took very long to get an 

answer or it was very difficult to find accurate values in the literature. Receiving of specimen has 

been later than expected, as well as contact with BASF. Material data sheets, which have been 

supposed to be provided by 3M, finally have been provided by Ulf Stigh that is why 3M never has 

been contacted by the performer himself. Due to the fact, that specimens have been received later 

than expected the work in the lab also shifted backwards. Getting proficient enough with Abaqus to 

solve the given tasks was a very long process and just finished with final results. The same counts for 

the mesh and the research for the different adhesives. A crucial effect, why the project went sharp in 

time in the final stage, was the late start of analysis and design. The problem came from the mid-

term presentation, since the whole literature review had not been finished at that stage. 

Nevertheless a big issue concerning about analysis and design was the problem with the files and 

imprecise geometry of the CAD model. These unexpected errors are responsible, that the whole 

project has been on delay for two weeks. However, one week before the presentation, the 

simulation showed useable results and the project has been finished in time.  

It has been evaluated, that a buffer for unforeseen errors is always sufficient to have. Even, if the 

project has been on delay between mid-term and final presentation, it was able to finish the work on 

time, because the last two weeks, which have been assigned as finalization and therefore as a backup 

buffer, have been used to actual finish the simulations. However there have been some downgrades. 

In the beginning it was planned to test more adhesive and tapes than finally achieved. Still the main 

goals, to find a suitable bonding method, have been successfully reached and moreover, there is 

always space for further work.  
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Figure 17: Initial project plan, done as a Gantt diagramm 
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Figure 18: Updated Project Plan, done as Gantt diagram 
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Appendix 2: Description of used Materials in Detail 

Polypropylene 

PP was first polymerised to a crystalline isotactic polymer by an Italian and a German chemist in 

1954. Shortly afterwards, in 1957, PP started to be produced in large-scale for commercial 

applications (Vangheluwe, n.d.). 

Chemically seen, PP comes from addition polymerisation of propene. Propene, in turn, is produced in 

large quantities from gas oil, naphtha, ethane, propane. The chemical formula of PP is shown in 

figure 19 (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 2014). 

 

Figure 19: Chemical Formula of Polypropylene 

There is already a huge range of possibilities for using PP from food packaging to car bumpers, or as 

in this Project for the dashboard of an automobile. Compounding PP, for instance, with fillers and 

pigments, and elastomers leads to an even wider range of applications. Metals, glass, cartons and 

other polymers can be replaced by PP in some applications because it has notable properties, which 

can be summed up as follows (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 2014): 

 low density (weight saving) 

 high stiffness / tough 

 heat resistance 

 good dimensional stability at high temperature and humidity conditions 

 chemical inertness 

 good impact / rigidity balance 

 stretchability (fibre applications) 

 opaque but high gloss (appearance) 

 easy to weld (design) 

 recyclable (sustainability) 

 

The most common way to process PP is injection moulding, but also related techniques such as blow 

moulding and injection-stretch blow moulding are used. With the help of the common extrusion 

methods fibres are produced in order to form long rolls. Then these rolls can be used for further 

conversions. The advantages of end-use application are that PP is able to take additives during its 

manufacturing, as well as physical finishing techniques and surface treatments (Vangheluwe, n.d.). 
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Polyethylene 

PE has been discovered by accident in 1933. Since then until today it developed to the polymer, 

which is produced with the largest capacity globally (Vangheluwe, n.d.). 

Chemically seen, PE comes from polymerisation of ethene. The earlier methods were based on free 

radical polymerisation, but nowadays PE is made with the help of several methods of addition 

polymerisation. Ethene, in turn, is produced by cracking of ethane and propane, naphtha and gas oil. 

The chemical formula of PP is shown in figure 20 (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 

2014). 

 

Figure 20: Chemical Formula of Polyethylen 

The properties of PP vary slightly depended on the three main forms: low density polyethylene 

(LDPE), linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) and high density polyethylene (HDPE). For LDPE the 

properties can be summed up as follows (D&M Plastics Inc. Custom Rotational Moulding, 2007): 

 

 semi-rigid 

 translucent 

 very though 

 weatherproof 

 good chemical resistance against acids, greases, oils 

 low water absorption 

 easy processing 

 low costs 

 

For HDPE the properties are as follows: 

 

 flexible 

 translucent / waxy 

 weatherproof 

 good chemical resistance against acids, greases, oils 

 good low temperature toughness (until 60°C) 

 easy processing 

 low costs 

 

There are three common ways to process PE, namely moulding, extrusion and casting.  
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Furthermore PE can be recycled, even though recycled PE might not have the some purity as virgin 

PE. The recycled PE is categorised in two types; Post-Consumer Recycled Polyethylene (PCR PE) and 

Post-Industrial Recycled Polyethylene (PIR PE). PCR PE comes from the collected consumer waste by 

recycling programs of, for instance, a municipal and might have an extensive variety. The questioned 

quality of the PCR PE is crucial for the amount of virgin PE, which has to be blended to the recycled 

one, since the collected PE waste has a wide range of densities and is contaminated with impurities. 

Due to the fact that, PIR PE does not have a range of density variations and only minimal impurities, 

it is possible to produced PIR PE with 100 per cent recycled PE (Vangheluwe, n.d.). 

 

Co-polymers are very useful, because they possess the properties of the current polymer and hence 

can be modified for certain purposes. They are available in different types; namely the alternating co-

polymer, the random co-polymer, the block co-polymer and the graft co-polymer. In case of PP, a 

random co-polymer, which is declared to be the simplest one, is produced by polymerising a small 

amount of ethene to the propene. The ethene units are then incorporated randomly in the PP chains. 

The second main type for PP is the block-polymer produced in a separate stage after the PP 

homopolymerisation with the co-polymerisation of propene and ethene in the gas phase. Graft 

polymers are explained, when ABS is introduced (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 

2013). 

Polyurethane 

PUR has been invented in the 1930s and soon has been used as a replacement of rubber. Nowadays 

people are usually not aware of the presence of PUR, because it is mostly “hidden” behind covers or 

surfaces, which are mad out of different materials (PlasticsEurope, n.d.) 

Even though there is a range of different types PUR, chemically seen, the base stays the same. The 

two main ingredients of PUR are alcohols with two or more reactive hydroxyl (-OH) groups per 

molecule (diols, triols and polyols) and isocyanates, which have more than one reactive isocyanate   

(-NCO) group per molecule (diisocynates, polyisocyanates). The exothermic reaction of the named 

ingredients is forming the PUR (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 2013) and its 

chemical formula is shown in figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Chemical Formula of Polyurethane 
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Apart from the weight reduction compared to the former metal plate in the lid of the glove 

compartment PUR offers certain advantages versus rubber, plastic and metal. The advantages 

compared to metal are summed up as follows (Precision Urethane, 2008): 

 lightweight 

 noise reduction 

 less expensive fabrication 

 corrosion resistance 

 resilience 

 flexibility 

 easily mouldable 

 non-conductive 

 non-sparking 

In order to process PUR, one has to be aware of the essential difference in manufacturing compared 

to most plastics. While polymers usually produced in chemical plants and then sold as granulate, 

powder or films, PUR is usually directly made into the final product. Either PUR is produced in the 

form of large blocks of foam and then cut or the chemical reaction takes place in moulds. It is also 

possible to spray the liquid reactants onto an application surface or coated on a fabric (CIEC 

Promoting Science at the University of York, 2013).  

Moreover, PUR can be recycled in two ways. Either mechanically, where the material is reused in its 

polymer form or chemically, where the material is taken back into oligomers or monomers. Then it is 

suitable for producing new PUR (PlasticsEurope, n.d.) 

Table 4: Component Data for the PUR Elastoflex E 3576 / 100 

Characteristics Unit Polyol-Component Iso-Component 

Density at 25 °C g/cm^3 1,02 1,20 

Shelf-Life months 6 6 

Recommended 
Storage Temperature 

°C >=20 >=20 
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Table 5: Typical Processing Data for PUR Elastoflex E 3576 / 100   

Characteristics 
  

Cup Test Unit Value 

Component Temperature °C 23 

Weight G A = 100 B = 60 

US - Start Time s 15 

US - Rise Time s 67 

Free Rise Density kg/m^3 58 

Machine Processing     

Mixing Ratio part by weight (pbw) A = 100 B = 60 

Processing Temperature °C 21-32 

Mould Temperature °C 40-60 

 

Table 6: Typical Physical Properties Elastoflex E 3576 / 100 

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics Unit New Condition 
After Thermal 

Ageing 
After Humid 

Thermal Ageing 

Density kg / m^3 128  -  - 

Tensile Strength kPa 627 463 355 
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Glass Fibre 

An E-Glass or also known as electrical grade glass was firstly developed as stand-off insulators for 

electrical wiring. When it became commonly knowledge that it also has excellent fibre forming 

capabilities it has been started to use, almost without any exception, as the reinforcing phase for the 

material, which is now commonly known as fibreglass. Almost all continuous glass fibres are 

produced by a direct draw process. With the help of a platinum alloy bushing, which contains several 

thousand bezels, molten glass is extruded. As long as the resulting fibres are still highly viscous, they 

are drawn to finer diameter and then solidify. Finally single filaments are combined in order to 

construct multifilament strands (Wallenberger, et al., 2001). 

Chemically seen, the typical nominal composition of E-Glass is silicon dioxide (SiO2) with 54 weight 

percent, calcium oxide plus magnesium oxide (CaO + MgO) with 22 weight percent, aluminium oxide 

(Al2O3) with 14 weight percent, boron trioxide (B2O3) with 10 weight percent, sodium oxide plus 

potassium oxide (Na2O + K2O) at a very low percentage level and other materials may also occur at 

impurity levels (AZoM.com, 2013). 

The important key properties, that made E-glass very popular in glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) 

are summed up as follows: 

 Low costs 

 High production rate 

 High strength 

 High stiffness 

 Relatively low density 

 Non-flammable 

 Resistant to heat 

 Good chemical resistance 

However, one should not forget the disadvantages of E-glass, which include: 

 Low modulus 

 Self-abrasiveness if not treated properly or if without coupling agent leading to reduced 

strength 

 Relatively low fatigue resistance 

 Higher density compared to carbon fibres and organic fibres 

The Composite 

The composite has already been described in the main body, however figure 22 shows the previously 

described layers which are separated by the black dashed line. 

 

Figure 22: Different layers of one Specimen of the Composite 
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Polycarbonate 

PC has been discovered 1953 in Germany and the USA and has initially been used for electronic 

applications, as well as glazing for greenhouses and public buildings. Later, in 1982, CDs started to be 

produced with PC. Most of the data storage systems, which have been developed after the first CDs 

have been released, depend on PC (Faes, n.d.).  

Chemically seen polycarbonates are polymers whose organic functional groups are linked together 

with the help of carbonate groups. The commonly used one is a thermoplastic with long molecular 

chains (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 2013). Figure 23 shows the chemical 

formula of PC. The most used method to manufacture PC is by condensation polymerisation between 

bisphenol A and either carbonyl chloride or diphenyl carbonate. 

 

Figure 23: Chemical Formula of Polycarbonate 

It is possible to produce technical high performance products with exigent forms and sizes made out 

of PC.  

The properties of PC can be summed up as (Hamelton, n.d.): 

 high durability: suitable for products where long life and reliable performance are crucial 

 shatter resistance: more safety due to high impact resistance 

 lightweight: remarkable resource efficiency and decreases financial and environmental costs 

for transportation 

 thermostability: reliable heat resistance, which is used for cleaning at higher temperatures in 

order to get improved hygiene conditions 

 

There are two common ways to process PC; either by extrusion technique or injection moulding. For 

both possibilities the PC comes from prills or pellets and is melted before it is forced into a mould or 

die under pressure. Furthermore, PC is 100 per cent recyclable either mechanically or as raw 

material. Even the energy from waste can be regained in a waste incineration plant. 
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Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 

The second part of the compounded blend, ABS, has been available since the 1940’s, already suitable 

for many products, but the drive due to its limitations directed to a rubber as a third monomer. 

Hence a great range of variability was born and also the simple processing managed ABS to become 

the most popular engineering polymer. 

 

Chemically seen, ABS is one certain type of co-polymers, which is known as graft co-polymer. A co-

polymer, also known as heteropolymer, evolves from two or more monomers. The graft co-polymer 

has a linear backbone of one composition, while the other compositions appear as randomly 

distributed branches (Matyjaszewski, 2001).  

The backbone of ABS is made out of phenylethene (styrene) and buta-1,3-diene. The addition of 

Acrylonitrile, the trivial name for propenonitrile, is responsible for a grafted side chain onto the 

backbone. It connects to the double bond on the butadiene unti. To sum it up ABS is made out of the 

monomers Acrylonitrile, 1,3-Butadiene and Styrene. Visually it is a material, which is impervious to 

light (CIEC Promoting Science at the University of York, 2013). Figure 24 shows the chemical formula 

of ABS. The used method to manufacture ABS is called graft copolymerisation. The method is divided 

in emulsion and continuous mass technique (Biederbick, et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 24: Chemical Formula of ABS 

The properties of ABS can be summed up as: 

 flexible design 

 excellent surface quality 

 attractive feel and touch 

 dimensional stability 

 chemical resistance  

 impact resistance 

 expensive 

 

There are two common ways to process ABS; either by extrusion technique or injection moulding. In 

order to lower costs, but still keeping the high quality of ABS, recycled ABS can be blended with virgin 

material. The recycling process can be described as shredding, separation, analysing of quality of the 

shredded and separated plastic and finally blending the recovered ABS to the virgin ABS (Faes, n.d.). 
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BorgWarner, a US company, were the first succeeded in making the first generation of PC-ABS alloy 

in 1963. Afterwards, PC-ABS alloy has been commercialized by bigger companies from the US, Europe 

and Japan (Milton Plastics Ltd., 2015). It is used by engineers and designers in demanding 

applications such as power-tool prototyping and industrial equipment manufacturing, and can be 

seen as one of the most used industrial thermoplastics (Stratasys Ltd., 2014). 

Chemically seen PC-ABS is a compounded blend of PC and ABS. Figure 25 shows the chemical formula 

of PC-ABS (Milton Plastics Ltd., 2015). 

 

Figure 25: Chemical Formula of PC-ABS 

Appendix 3: Specimens and Composite Testing 

Production of the Specimens 

The specimens have been provided by Swedfoam. Due to the fact, that using the assembly line only 

for specimen would consume way too much material, time and energy, the specimens have been 

done manually. Therefore a small mixing machine (figure 26) has been used, as well as an oven 

(figure 27) for rising the temperature up to 25 degree Celsius and finally a moulding tool (figure 28). 

 

Figure 26: Mixing head for production of Composite Specimens 
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Figure 27: Oven for production of Composite Specimens 

 

Figure 28: Moudling tool for the production of Composite Specimens 

The specimens are quadratic with maximum dimensions of 200 millimetres length and width and 40 

millimetres thick. However, depending on their application, it was possible to adjust the size of the 

specimen by cutting them with a table saw.  The dimensions of the specimens can be taken from the 

results of the experiments. The processing parameter for the five specimen plates are shown in table 

7. As described in the material section for PUR the used Polyol is Elastoflex E3576-100 and the 

Isocyanate is 133/3.  
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Table 7: Parameters for the Production of the Specimens 

Test No. 6 7 8 9 10 

Date 17. Mrz 18. Mrz 18. Mrz 18. Mrz 18. Mrz 

Mixing ratio 100/60 100/60 100/60 100/60 100/60 

Polyol 36,9gr 36,9gr 36,9gr 36,9gr 36,9gr 

Isocyanate 23,1gr 23,1gr 23,3gr 23,1gr 23,6gr 

Material temp 25°c 25°c 25°c 25°c 25°c 

Tool temp  45°c 45°c 45°c 45°c 45°c 

Mix time 5 sec 5 sec 5 sec 5 sec 5 sec 

Mould time 5 min 5 min 5 min 5 min 5 min 

            

Glass fibre 5,0 gr 5,3gr 4,1gr 5,2gr 5,2gr 

Density 162,5gr/l 164,4gr/l 165.0gr/l 159,7gr/l 154gr/l 

            

 

Three Point Flexural Test 

J. P. Nunes et al. have already made some investigations for predictions of the stiffness of anisotropic 

composite plates in bending. They have used a three-point support flexural test and the results 

showed the dependence of flexural behaviour of the composites from several factors, such as fibre 

orientation, surface waviness and moulding temperature. In the case of this Final Year Project, the 

three point flexural test has been performed using beams, as specimens. The advantage over plate 

tests is the direct response of the beams, which means a physical observation of the damage 

evolution process. This is very important, since the applied force and deflection have to be measured 

all the time. It follows, that the information, which one is supposed to get from the specimens, is not 

restricted to the post test examination of the failed specimens (Azzam & Li, 2014). 

Usually, at least for metals and rigid composites, heavy machinery is required in order to perform the 

three point flexural test, such as the universal testing machine. In this case, only small loads were 

required, because the specimens were less stiff. Mechanically seen, the load type of a three point 

flexural bending test is one force, simplified a concentrated force, which attacks between two fixed 

bearings. The schematically set-up is shown in figure 29. The parameters are explained as follow: 

 𝐿 describes the distance between the centre of the two supports 

 𝐹 is the load, which results from the applied mass 

 𝑎 defines the distance from bearing A to the point, where the force 𝐹 attacks 

 𝑏 defines the distance from bearing B to the point, where the force 𝐹 attacks 

 δ stands for the deflection 
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Figure 29: Schematically Experimental Set-up for the Three Point Flexural Test 

With the theory of bending and a beam with constant cross section area, the formula for the 

deflection is (Gieck, 1979) 

𝛿 =
𝐹𝑎2𝑏2

3𝐸𝐼𝐿
,     (5) 

where 𝐿, 𝐹, 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝛿 are the same as described above, while 𝐸 stands for the Young’s Modulus and 

𝐼 describes the Moment of Inertia. This term, also known as second moment of area, is a 

measurement how efficient the shape of a construction element resists to bending caused by loads 

(Build Right, n.d.). In case the cross-sectional shape is a rectangular or square the Moment of Inertia 

is 

𝐼 =
𝐵𝐻3

12
,     (6) 

where 𝐵 describes the width of the cross section area and 𝐻 stands for the height, respectively the 

thickness of the beam. 

The specimens, which are cut as bars (figure 29), were placed onto two supports. The centres of the 

supports were 100 millimetres apart from each other and the applied force 𝐹 was supposed to attack 

exactly in the middle of the two supports, which is 
𝐿

2
. The force, which is usually measured in Newton, 

is calculated with the applied masses 𝑚 times earth acceleration factor 𝑔 (equation 7). For the 

different forces on the bars, it follows that 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑔.     (7) 

Since the experiments have been performed in Skövde, Sweden, the gravitational acceleration, based 

on the Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (EGM2008), has been chosen identified as (The Physics 

Classroom, 2008) 

𝑔 = 9,82298 
𝑚

𝑠2
.     (8) 
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The objective of this composite testing was to get an assumption for the Young’s Modulus. With the 

help of the masses and subsequent the forces, which were calculated using equation 7, and the 

vertical deformations 𝛿 of the bar, which were measured from the experiment manually, it is 

possible to evaluate a Young’s Modulus roughly. Since 𝑎 and 𝑏 are equally to 
𝐿

2
 equation 5 simplifies 

and with a transformed version it follows that the Young’s Modulus can be calculated as 

𝐸 =
𝐹𝐿3

48𝐼𝛿
.     (9) 

All specimens have been measured in sense of length, width and thickness (figure 30). The final 

experimental set-up is shown in figure 31. The whole application has been fixed to a wooden plate 

and furthermore, this plate has been clamped to an experiment table in order to avoid any unwanted 

movement or displacement. 

 

Figure 30: All tested specimens, categorised by batch number 

 

Figure 31: Physical set-up of the Three Point Flexural Test 
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Finally the accuracy of the experiment can be critically evaluated. In order to do so the method of 

partial derivative was used (equation 10). Therefore equation 9 was differentiated partially in order 

to assume the influence of the measuring mistakes from the four parameters namely; force F, length 

L, deflection δ, and second moment of inertia I. It follows that 

∆𝐸 = |
𝐿3

48𝛿𝐼
| ∆𝐹 + 3 |

𝐹𝐿2

48𝛿𝐼
| ∆𝐿 + |−

𝐹𝐿3

48𝛿2𝐼
| ∆𝛿 + |−

𝐹𝐿3

48𝛿𝐼2
| ∆𝐼, (10) 

shows the error of measurement. The parameter 𝐻, thickness of the beam, as well as parameter 𝐵, 

width of the beam influence parameter 𝐼. The partial derivative for the formal of 𝐼 is 

∆𝐼 = 3 |
𝐵𝐻2

12
| ∆𝐻 + |

𝐻3

12
| 𝐵.    (11) 

Testing for the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 

After fabrication the composites are facing different environmental effects, such as thermal and 

moisture, which have impact on their performance. It follows, that the different thermal and hygric 

properties of the constituents are responsible for these hygrothermal effects. They can be analysed 

on a microscopic scale or on a macroscopic scale. The microscopic point of view is on the scale of 

fibre diameter, while the macroscopic point of view deals with the overall effects and subsequently 

the material is treated homogenous. Analysing the hygrothermal effects is strongly recommended 

for the overall structural design. One of the material parameters, besides Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio, related to the hygrothermal effects is the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (Daniel & 

Ishai, 2006, pp. 204-208). 

In case of unidirectional lamina the thermal behaviour can be determined by two principal 

coefficients of thermal expansion, 𝛼1 and 𝛼2. Usually, these coefficients are staying in relation with 

the geometric and material properties of the constituents. Moreover the coefficients can be very 

sensitive to Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the reinforce material. Usually, in order to 

determine the CTE, the corresponding thermal strain is measured in a specimen as a function of 

temperature. There are four different ways to execute the measurements: interferometric, 

dilatometric, optical noninterferometric and strain gauge methods. The last one has been proofed to 

be the most practical one. However the resistance strain gauges need to be aligned properly. One 

way to perform this is to use one resistance strain gauge on a reference material with a known CTE. 

Now both, the composite specimen and the reference material have to be exposed to the same 

temperature. (Daniel & Ishai, 2006, pp. 313-314) 

Due to the fact that, the fibres in the composite, which was examined are randomly orientated 

(OWENS CORNING FIBERGLAS, SPRL., 2008), the material can be seen as isotropic. It followed, that 

only one CTE had to be determined with the following experiment: 

As a lack of resistance strain gauges, the specimens were only heated up in the furnace. Their shape, 

respectively their width, thickness and length was measured beforehand and directly after they were 

taken out of the furnace to determine their thermal strain. In order to be sure, that the specimens 

have reached a certain temperature, they have been let in the furnace for a sufficient time. Figure 32 

shows the furnace, which has been used and the specimens were already shown in figure 30. 
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With the help of safety gloves and a long gripper, the hot specimens have been handled from the 

furnace to an already prepared scale stripe. 

 

Figure 32: Furnace from the outside (left) and from the inside (right) for testing the CTE of the 

specimens 

In order to avoid measurment errors, the Three Point Flexural Test was performed first, because with 

this test, the specimens were exposed only to small loads, which led to elastic behaviour without any 

damage. Hence, the properties of the specimens were not different after the Flexural Test than 

before and additional, it had been unkown before starting the furnace test, what was going to 

happen with the specimens. 
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Appendix 4: Different Cohesive Surface Parameters 

Node to Surface versus Surface to Surface 

If node to surface is chosen the slave nodes are not able to penetrate the master surfaces, but the 

nodes of the master surface may penetrate into the slave surface. The contact direction is selected 

based on the normal of the master surface. Contrary, if surface to surface is chosen as contact pairs 

the contact conditions are enforced in an average sense over slave nodes, which means that this is 

not only at individual slave nodes. Large undetected penetrations of master nodes into the slave 

surface do not occur, however some penetration may be observed at individual nodes. The contact 

direction is based on an average normal of the slave surface in the region surrounding a slave node 

(Svensson, 2016). 

Small Sliding versus Finite Sliding 

First of all, it should be taken into consideration, that small sliding is only available for contact pairs. 

It can be used, if the relative motion of the two surfaces in contact is less than a small proportion of 

the characteristic length of an element face. The efficiency of an analysis increases significantly if 

used, but it should only be used, when appropriate. Contrary, the finite sliding is a more general 

formulation, which allows a more arbitrary separation, sliding and rotation of contact surfaces. 

Finally the active contact constrains change with relative motion of the surfaces, which are in contact 

(Svensson, 2016). 
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Table 8: Investigation for Cohesive Surfaces 

Connection 
between the two 
elements 

Discretization  Sliding Result Evaluation 

with separation 
tolerance 

node to surface finite  
they do not care 
about the 
bonding 

not acceptable 

contact node to surface finite  
would work, but 
does not 
converge 

not feasible  

overlapping node to surface finite  
aborts, does not 
converge 

not possible 

with separation 
tolerance 

surface to 
surface 

finite  warning not possible 

contact 
surface to 
surface 

finite  warning not possible 

overlapping 
surface to 
surface 

finite  warning not possible 

with separation 
tolerance 

node to surface small 
they do not care 
about the 
bonding 

not acceptable 

contact node to surface small 
feasible, but with 
convergence 
problems 

accepted 

overlapping node to surface small 
strange 
behavioiur  

 not acceptable 

with separation 
tolerance 

surface to 
surface 

small 
they do not care 
about the 
bonding 

not acceptable 

contact 
surface to 
surface 

small feasible accepted 

overlapping 
surface to 
surface 

small 
strange 
behaviour 

 not acceptable  
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Appendix 5: Raw Data from Bending Tests 

Table 9: Raw Date Three Point Flexural Bending Test 
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Appendix 6: Further Picture of the Model 

 
 

Figure 33: Possible Nodes for BC and one chosen Node with BC (red arrow) 

 

 
 

Figure 34: Applied Mesh for the whole application 
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Appendix 7: Further Result Pictures 

 
 

Figure 35: Foam bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, left side 

 

 
 

Figure 36: Foam bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, top view 
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Figure 37: Foam bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, right side 

 

 
 

Figure 38: Foil bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, left side 
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Figure 39: Foil bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, top view 

 

 
 

Figure 40: Foil bonded to inner lid with S-Force 7851, units are millimeters, right side 
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Figure 41: Foam bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, left side 

 

 
 

Figure 42: Foam bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, top view 
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Figure 43: Foam bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, right side 

 

 
 

Figure 44: Foil bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, left side 

 

 
 

Figure 45: Foil bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, top view 
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Figure 46: Foil bonded to inner lid with tape 4945, units are millimeters, right side 
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Figure 47: RF at the specific node, where BC is applied 


